Comparative aspects of the hodological organization of the vestibular nuclear complex and related neuron populations.
In recent years, axonal tracing and fate mapping studies in avian embryos have revealed a mosaic pattern of hodologically defined neuron groups within the vestibular nuclear complex and related nuclei. Specific vestibular neuron clusters projecting to different targets (spinal, oculomotor, cerebellar) reside within largely segregated neuroepithelial domains. The close relationship between this pattern and the neuromeric organization of the hindbrain suggests a strong link between the expression of specific developmental patterning genes (such as Hox and Pax genes) and the specification of the individual neuron groups. Earlier tracing studies in mammals and more recent tracing studies in anamniote species performed by other workers indicate that many of the hodological features seen in avians are highly conserved in the vertebrate line. Here, we compare and contrast hodological patterns in birds and other vertebrate classes in an attempt to elucidate common denominators that may represent an evolutionary bauplan for vestibular connectivity.